Company presentation
Editions Srl, IT company established in Viterbo in 1999, is made up of two different realities in close
co-operation with each other.
Editions, as an IT company is responsible for technical assistance, selling hardware and software,
server, networks and management software, while Editions as a Web Agency is specialized in
making websites, Web Hosting services, Housing, Web Marketing, graphics and multimedia.
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These two realities Editions is divided in operate in perfect synergy (with each other) in order to
provide to the customers a complete and highly qualified service.
In fact, the primary objective of the company is the full satisfaction of every customer, that can
address a single source for several and personal requirements within the IT area.
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What we do
IT
Technical IT assistance
Professional, technical IT assistance in our lab in Viterbo and at the client’s premises within Viterbo
and province. Remote IT assistance, programmed IT maintenance, consultancy and assistance on
computer, laptop, server and networks’ issues.

Hardware and software sale
Sale of hardware, software and computer in Viterbo, with warranty handled directly by Editions,
buying consultancy and both pre and post sale assistance. Sale of already assembled or branded
PCs and servers, notebook and tablet, sale of network equipments, devices, accessories and printer
cartridges.

Servers and networks
Providing of servers and networks in Viterbo, high-performance solutions, either Microsoft or Linuxbased. Fileserver with either workgroup or domain, backup and storage system services. Design and
realization of networks and infrastructures, wiring. Providing and setting up of router, firewall and
other network devices.

ISP services
Editions offers internet broadband for its customers. The provided solutions are either a wired ADSL
connection, and a connection through Wi-Fi (5Ghz). As ACSP Motorola, Editions can provide an
Internet connection through devices with highly reliable proprietary protocols.

Management software
Supplying of management software and specific programs in Viterbo and province. Demonstrations
without obligation of purchase, installation, formation and assistance, updating and verticalizations.
Analysis and development of custom software.
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Web
Website programming
Realization of professional websites, responsive Web Design for mobile devices. Building dynamic
and independently upgradable websites, customized Web Applications, e-commerce system, (siti
vetrina) and landing pages. Websites developed utilizing technologies such as PHP, HTML5, CSS3,
JavaScript, Ajax, JQuery, XML.

Web Hosting
High-quality Web Hosting in Viterbo. Registration and management of domain names, providing of
Web space to publish websites, professional mailboxes. Editions is an authorized seller of Google
Apps for Work. Certified e-mail, Mass Mailing services, running of newsletter through dedicated
SMTP, mailing lists and SMS.

Housing
Editions offers to its own more demanding customers dedicated virtual machines, as well as the
chance to host, at its own data center, personalized physical servers or provided by the client himself.
VPS server with preconfigured virtual machines according to the customer’s need.

Web Marketing
Professional Web Marketing services, indexing and placing on the search engine, company cards on
Google MyBusiness, running of Google AdWords, Facebook ADS, Social Media Marketing activities.

Graphics and communication
Professional coordinated graphic solutions and projects, advertising graphics in Viterbo, multisectoral
communication projects, graphics and video realizations, gadget supplying. Realization and provision
of digital printing, special prints, qualified print projects.
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Principal contacts
Administration
 Function: billing, issuing and documents registration/recording
 E-mail: amministrazione@editions.it

Commercial department
 Function: commercial information about every product in sale
 E-mail: commerciale@editions.it

Lab
 Function: technical IT assistance
 E-mail: assistenza@editions.it

Hosting and Web
 Function: Web programming, software upkeep and websites
 E-mail: assistenza@editions.it

Graphics
 Function: advertising campaigns, graphic design, providing digital printing such as flyers,
business cards and leaflet
 E-mail: grafica@editions.it

Housing and Isp/Wisp services
 Function: Wireless or wired Internet connection, Housing at Data Center
 E-mail: noc@editions.it
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References

Editions’ customer base is quite mixed, both as typology and as merchandise sector.
Among its customers Editions counts a huge number of small and medium firms and some large
enterprises which work in various trading areas, from handicraft to industries, from business to
services. Moreover, Editions follows different Public Institutions, universities and professional orders,
as well as hospitals and health facilities, public and private ones.
Not only have Editions’ solutions been chosen by them, but also by really important realities such as
law, commercial, technical and dental firms.

Among some of our clients we can include:
•

Elitaliana: the oldest Italian Helicopter Company recently in activity, which offers
H.E.M.S./S.A.R. services within the regions of Lazio and Calabria, is supplied by Editions
regarding Internet connection, assistance, network management and several Web services
(besides providing different kind of materials).

•

E.I.: in addition to several supplies of materials and services, the recent project “Italian
Blade 2015” has had Editions as exclusive provider for the data connection and its
administration, provided to everyone who attended to this event (14 Countries / 1500 users).

•

Comune di Viterbo: Editions has been serving it for many years, providing Wireless
broadband connection and lot of Web services.

•

Banca di Viterbo: Aside from some hardware and software supplies, Editions offers to each
branch of the bank an automatic service for researching commercial information, official data
and Chamber information.
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